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fficient testing of segmented aspherical mirrors
y use of reference plate and computer-generated
olograms. I. Theory and system optimization

eenix Y. Pan and Jim Burge

Telescopes with large aspherical primary mirrors collect more light and are therefore sought after by
astronomers. Instead of large mirrors as a single piece, they can be made by use of numerous smaller
segments. Because the segments must fit together to create the effect of a single mirror, segmented
optics present unique challenges to fabrication and testing that are absent for monolithic optics. We
have developed a new method for measuring large quantities of segments accurately, quickly, and
economically using an interferometric test plate and computer-generated hologram �CGH�. In this test,
the aspheric mirror segments are interferometrically measured by use of a test plate with a best-fit
spherical surface. The aspherical departure is accommodated with a small CGH that is imaged onto the
test plates. The radius of curvature is tightly controlled by maintaining the gap between the test plate
and the segment. We present a summary of the test and give the basic design tradeoffs for using a single
system to measure all of the segments of a large aspheric mirror. © 2004 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 220.4840, 120.3940, 220.0220.
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. Introduction

o collect more light and increase resolution and sen-
itivity, researchers have expanded tremendous ef-
ort in recent years to increase the size of the
elescope primary mirrors.1 Larger primary mirrors
ive sharper images, since the angular resolution of
elescopes is increased. At the limit of diffraction,
ngular resolution is given by ��D, where � is the
avelength of observation and D is the diameter of

he primary mirror.
A principle difficulty in the manufacture of a large

elescope is the fabrication of the primary mirror. In
he case of ground-based telescopes, making mono-
ithic primary mirrors larger than 8 m is unfeasible
wing to difficulties of support and transportation.
n the case of large-space telescopes when the launch
airings are not large enough, the mirror must be
olded during launch. In either case, the primary

irror of a very large telescope must be constructed
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y smaller segments. Segmenting large primary
irrors into smaller pieces during the mirrors’ man-
facturing stages allows the construction of an ever-

arger telescope. If the segments are manufactured
nd located perfectly, the optical performance of the
irror is identical to that of a mirror with a contin-
ous surface, except for the light missing from the
mall gaps between segments.
Segmented mirrors, however, create some unique

hallenges for fabrication and testing processes. A
egmented primary mirror requires that all segments
f a primary mirror be correctly phased together to
nsure that the mosaic of segments has the same op-
ical shape as an ideal single continuous surface �Fig.
�. Because all segments must perform together to
orm an optically continuous surface, the tolerance and
lignment requirements for each of the segments are
uch tighter than those for conventional optics. Cur-

ently, there is a lack of an established method that
an test large quantities of off-axis aspherical mirror
egments accurately, quickly, and economically. This
aper further develops a new method2 of testing seg-
ented mirrors that can potentially achieve accuracy

nd efficiency and be reasonably cost effective.
This paper covers general issues for the test. Sec-

ion 2 discusses how segmented mirrors tighten the
est requirements and summarizes how the system
egrades if these requirements are not met. Section
describes the new method and shows how it meets
1 October 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 28 � APPLIED OPTICS 5303
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he necessary requirements for testing segmented
rimaries. System optimization of the new method
s detailed in Section 4.

. Segmentation Tightens Testing Requirements

he testing of segmented mirrors presents additional
hallenges that are not present for monolithic optics.
ince the segments must fit together, the following
arameters must be carefully controlled: piston, tilt,
nd radius-of-curvature �ROC� matching between seg-
ents, translation, and rotation alignment for each

egment. In another paper,3 we carefully examined
he effect of these errors on the telescope performance.
ere, we only summarize the result in Table 1.
In addition, segmentation requires that each mir-

or segment be tested quickly. Table 2 shows the
pward trend in the number of segments. This
eans that per-segment measuring time needs to be

educed significantly in order for segmented optics to
lay a major role in constructing future larger pri-
ary mirrors. For example, the proposed California
xtreme Large Telescope will have over 1000 pieces
ompared with 36 pieces for the Keck4 telescope on
auna Kea, Hawaii.

Table 1. rms Wave Front as a Fun

Error Description Pe

Piston Cophasing of the segments �p, rms piston vari
Tilt Copointing of the segments �tilt; rms variation

ROC Matching the curvature �s, rms sag variati

Translation Segment radial shift ��b, rms variation

Clocking or
rotation

Segment rotation about the
local center

���, rms segment r

aRef. 3.
b�WF, rms wave-front error; R, primary mirror radius of curvatu

f segments; M, total number of rings.

ig. 1. Mosaic of segments pieced together act as a single contin-
ous mirror, except for the light lost in the gaps.
304 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 28 � 1 October 2004
. New Method for Testing Aspherical Segments by
se of a Test Plate and Computer-Generated
olograms

or the reasons listed in the previous section, there is
strong incentive for a new aspherical testing

ethod that can match ROCs to an interferometric
ccuracy and achieve high accuracy in an efficient
anner. Previous research2 has established the

ombination of a computer-generated hologram
CGH� with a test plate as a promising technique for
easuring large quantities of off-axis aspherical seg-
ents. Traditional aspherical CGH tests fail to ad-

ress the requirements of segmented optics in several
ays: 1� a difficulty in establishing relative ROC to
n interferometric accuracy, 2� a difficulty in estab-
ishing accurate axis location for each segment, and
� an inefficiency of testing large quantities of seg-
ents owing to a lack of built-in alignment accuracy.
he new method provides excellent matching of rel-
tive ROCs, and is efficient in testing large quantities
f off-axis aspherical segments. To summarize, this
ew method has the following significant advantages:

• High accuracy — achieves ��100 rms or better.
• Low cost — requires only one highly accurate

pherical reference surface to test all segments.
• Simple to implement — needs minimal vibra-

ion�noise suppression owing to its near-common
ath configuration
• Excellent radius matching — can achieve
0.010 �m peak-to-valley �PV� power �sag� in sur-

ace.
• Accurate axis location — achieves high accu-

acy in absolute segment placement.

he new test, shown in Fig. 2, measures off-axis as-
herical mirror segments using a test plate and
GHs. The test compares a concave mirror segment
ith a nearly matching convex spherical reference

urface of the test plate. CGHs are used to compen-
ate for the aspherical departure of the segment from
he spherical reference surface. The test plate ref-
rence surface is chosen to be spherical so it can be
ost-effectively manufactured and certified to high
ccuracy. This reference surface is the only high-

of Alignment�Fabrication Errorsab

ation Wave-Front Error

for segment position �WF
2 � 4�p

2

egment tilt �WF
2 � 2�tilt

2

tween the segments �WF
2 �

4
3

�s
2

gment position �WF
2 �

3
4 �k2M2�M � 1�2
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��b
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uality surface required for the test, because the
est has a near-common path configuration where
est and reference beams travel nearly the same
ptical path. Figure 2 illustrates how this method
orks:

• The laser beam is first expanded to uniformly
lluminate the CGH.

• The CGH is imaged onto the test surface by the
rojection lens.
• Two CGH diffraction orders, zeroth and first,

re selected by placing the object stop at the focal
lane of the projection lens.
• The reference beam originates from the zeroth

iffraction order of the CGH, reflects off the reference
ide of the test plate, and then reaches the CCD.
he image stop blocks the zeroth diffraction order
eflected off the test surface.

• The test beam originates from the first order of
he CGH. It has a predistorted wave front that
atches the shape of the aspherical mirror segment
nder test. After reflecting off the test surface, it too
eaches the CCD. The image stop blocks the first
rder of the CGH reflected off the reference side of the
est plate.

• The reference and test beams are combined at
he reference surface and travel together to the CCD
mager. The resulting interference fringes give the
hape errors in the mirror segment. The interfero-
ram is imaged onto a CCD array. Adding piezo-
Table 2. Large Segmented Telescopes Currently Operational or Planned

Telescope
Primary Diameter

�m�a Primary F�#
Number of
Segments

Segment Diameter �m�
�Across Flat�b

Keckc 10 1.75 36 1.8
Hobby–Eberly Telescoped 10 � 11 hexagon

�spherical�
1.308 91 1.0

Gran Telescopio Canariase 10 1.65 36 1.88
California Extremely Large Telescopef 30 1.5 1080 1.0
Giant Segmented Mirror Telescopeg 30 1.0 618 1.335
Euro-50h 50 0.85 �618 2.3
OverWhelmingly Large Telescopei 100 �spherical� 1.45 �1900 �1.5 to �1.8
James Webb Space Telescopej 6.5 1.25 18 1.3

aAspherical in shape unless otherwise noted.
bEqual to the point-to-point dimension of the hexagon.
cRef. 4
dRef. 5
eRef. 6
fRef. 7
gRef. 8
hRef. 9
iRef. 10
j

ig. 2. New test comparing a concave aspherical surface with a convex spherical reference surface of the test plate whose size matches
hat of the mirror segment. CGH is used to differentiate the aspherical departure of the segment from the spherical reference surface.
1 October 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 28 � APPLIED OPTICS 5305
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lectric transducers to the back of the mirror segment
r the test plate allows phase-shifting interferometry.

• The image lens is chosen so that the test surface
s imaged onto the CCD.

• An image stop is placed at the front focal plane
f the image lens to isolate the appropriate orders
Fig. 3�.

This test is ideal for measuring large quantities of
ff-axis aspherical segments and produces excellent
elative ROC matching, since all concave aspheric
egments are compared with the same convex spher-
cal reference surface and are maintained by control-
ing the gap of few millimeters. It is also efficient in
hat a single test setup can be optimized to accom-
odate measurement of all segments simply by re-

lacing the CGH. In addition, this method is cost
ffective; it ensures that both reference and test
eams coincide at the CGH, so substrate errors do not
ffect the test; and it allows the test plate to be made
rom a nonprecision transmission grade glass, like
erodur. Finally, by employing phase-shifting in-
erferometry and utilizing its inherent near-common
ath configuration, this test achieves a high degree of
easurement accuracy.
Accurate axis location is achieved by implementing

lignment marks on the CGH directly �Fig. 4� and
maged outside side of the segment under test. The
osition of the projected alignment marks can be
easured by use of either a CCD camera or a loupe.
he camera or loupe can be aligned with the projected

mage, and then its position relative to a reference
atum on the asphere can be measured.
The holograms are designed with 50% duty cycle,
here the opaque lines are half as wide as the spac-

ng. This puts 25% of the incident light into the
eroth order and 10% into the first order of diffrac-
ion. The contrast or visibility in the fringe pattern
s easily calculated by use of the following:

visibility �
2�IrefItest

I � I
, (1)
ref test

306 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 28 � 1 October 2004
here Iref and Itest are the intensities of the reference
nd test wave fronts.
For measuring bare glass segments, Iref 
 0.01 and

test 
 0.004, resulting 90% contrast, since

Iref � 4% �reflection�

� 25% �zeroth-order diffraction efficiency� 
 0.01 ,
(2)

Itest � 4% �reflection�

� 10% �first; order diffraction efficiency� 
 0.004 .
(3)

he test can also be used to measure aluminized
egments. Here Iref 
 0.01 and Itest 
 0.095 �95%
eflection and 10% diffraction efficiency�, and 58%
ontrast is achieved. This is still sufficient to allow
ccurate high-resolution surface measurements.

. System Design and Optimization

ptimization of the system allows the designer to
chieve high testing efficiency while balancing cost
nd accuracy. When the system is properly opti-
ized, a single test plate with its projection and im-

ging systems can be aligned once so that all
egments can be tested through the insertion of dif-
erent CGHs. We present a system optimization
hat allows the test to achieve high measurement
ccuracy and is cost effective. From the system
oint of view, there are three independent variables
hat drive the system design:

• The reference surface radius of curvature. This
ontrols the amount of power in the CGH. By opti-
izing this value, test accuracy and efficiency is

chieved. This is discussed fully in Subsection 4.A.
• The illumination surface radius of curvature.

y carefully choosing this parameter, we can reduce
he test length without losing test accuracy. This is
ealt in Subsection 4.B.
ig. 3. Orders of diffraction reflected off the two surfaces �as-
herical and test plate reference� to give four images. The two
rders corresponding to the test and the reference beam are sep-
rated by a stop and are coaligned to create interference.
ig. 4. A ring of six alignment marks etched around the hologram
o aid the alignment.
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• System magnification defined as the ratio of test
egment size to the size of the CGH. Choice of this
arameter allows the test to achieve system accuracy
nd to be cost effective. This is discussed in Subsec-
ion 4.C.

. Optimization of Reference Surface

he test plate is the most critical and the most ex-
ensive optical element of this test. One side of the
est plate serves as the reference surface, while the
ther side controls the system illumination. The
ize of the test plate must match that of the segment
nder test, making it the largest �therefore most ex-
ensive� optical component in the test. Depending
n its size, the thickness of the test plate is chosen so
hat it can be supported to maintain the required
gure.
The first parameter that must be chosen for the

ystem design is the ROC of the reference surface.
his is selected so that a single test plate can be used

or measuring all of the segments and minimizing
ost and sensitivity to errors. To understand this
election, we first show how the sensitivity to errors
epends on the slope variations compensated by the
ologram. Then we show the solution that mini-
izes these slope variations over the complete set of

egments.
The system design must provide a separation be-

ween the different orders of diffraction. We use
GH tilt carrier fringes to accomplish this. The
inimum amount of carrier tilt required is three

imes the maximum wave-front slope of the aber-
ated wave.12 This condition,13,14 which must be
et whenever a CGH is used, is illustrated in Figs.

ig. 5. CGH fringes with a carrier tilt that is three times the maxim
rder is separated in this case �right�. Tilt is along the y directio

g. 6. CGH patterns for the same wave front as Fig. 7 without ca
–7. Aberrated wave fronts with large slope varia-
ions require carrier tilt fringes that have a higher
patial frequency to separate different diffraction or-
ers.
A limitation in accuracy comes from the hologram

abrication. The magnitude of this effect depends on
he spacing. Since tilt carrier fringes dominate the
GH, testing accuracy depends on the carrier fre-
uency. When slope variation of the wave front is
symmetrical, tilt is chosen to be along the direction
hat has a smaller slope variation. This reduces the
ensitivity to errors, since tilt carrier fringes are then
ot as densely packed. Figure 5 illustrates this
oint. In this figure, slope variation along the y di-
ection is approximately three times smaller than
hat along the x direction. CGH tilt carrier fringes
re chosen to be along the y direction, so that test
ensitivity to CGH fabrication error can be mini-
ized. Figure 6 shows that without any tilt fringes,

ll diffraction orders, same as those shown in Fig. 5,
annot be separated.

Figure 7 shows that a large amount of tilt must be
sed to separate orders if they are in the wrong di-
ection. Errors in the diffracted wave front, �w in
nit of waves, due to CGH fabrication errors are
iven by Eq. �4�:

�w �
�y
Sy

m

�
�y
�m

, since Sy � �
m


, (4)

wave-front slope of the aberrated wave �left�. The first diffraction
improve test accuracy.

tilt fringes �left�. Diffraction orders are not separated �right�.
um
n to
Fi rrier
1 October 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 28 � APPLIED OPTICS 5307
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here �y is the pattern distortion in the direction
erpendicular to lines on the hologram, Sy is the
enter-to-center spacing of CGH lines,  is the dif-
raction angle, � is the wavelength of the light used,
nd m is the diffraction order.
Different reference ROCs correspond to different

mounts of power in the hologram. This changes
he slope variations of the wave fronts and in turn
ffects the system sensitivity to CGH errors. The
ptimal reference surface ROC is selected so that a
ingle test plate can be used for measuring all of the
egments and minimizing the system sensitivity to
rrors. Burge2 theorized that the optimal reference
OC gives the slope variation of the farthest off-axis
egment, matching that of the closest-to-the-center
egment.
To locate the optimal ROC value so that a single

est plate can be used to test all segments, we devel-
ped a computer program that numerically calculates

ig. 7. CGH patterns for the same wave front as Figs. 7 and 8 w
re separated in another direction �right�. It is apparent that
abrication errors.

Fig. 8. The x-direction �radial� slope variation of four segm
308 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 28 � 1 October 2004
ow changes in the reference ROC value affect the
lope variations of different segments. Our goal is to
hoose a single ROC that minimizes slope variation
or all of the segments. We choose the specific de-
ign for testing segments of an F�1.0 30-m telescope
ith 618 segments. We denote the innermost seg-
ent s1 and the segment farthest from the optical

xis s14. The slope variations required for the CGH
re plotted, against different ROC values, in the x
radial� and y �tangential� directions in Figs. 8 and 9.
hanging the test plate ROC changes the amount of
ower in the CGH, which in turn changes the slope
ariation. It is clear from the figures that the min-
mum slope is found when the ROC that gives the
ame slope for the innermost and outermost seg-
ents is chosen. Also, by comparing Figs. 8 and 9, it

s apparent that the slopes are more than twice as
mall if the optimal is in the tangential direction than
f it is in the radial direction. This determines the

arrier tilt fringes in the other direction �left�. Diffraction orders
CGH requires finer spacing and is more sensitive to hologram

as a function of different reference ROCs in the test plate.
ith c
this
ents
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men
irection of the tilt fringes on the CGH so that ap-
ropriate orders can be separated.
The selection of the optimal reference ROC can be

een in Fig. 10. In this illustration, we plotted slope
ariations of the same four segments at four different
OC values �lines A, B, C, and D in Figs. 8 and 9�.
OC values at lines B and C in Fig. 10 are of interest;
n line B, we see that y-slope variations are matched
or the nearest segment �S1� and the furthest seg-
ent �S14�. On line C, we see the same, but now

long the x direction. Since test sensitivity to CGH
abrication error is less for smaller slope error, the

atched y-direction slope error is used to locate the
ptimal reference ROC.

. Optimization of the Illumination System

fter optimization of the reference surface ROC, a sec-
nd component that must be chosen for the system
esign is the illumination system. The illumination
ystem is designed so that the rays of the reference
eam are normally incident to the reference surface.
arious detailed designs are well documented else-
here.15,16 In designing the illumination system for

his test, our main objective is to make the test cost
ffective, so we designed the entire illumination sys-
em using only the test plate’s backside, i.e., the non-
eference, or the illumination surface.

To be cost effective, the illumination surface is cho-
en to be spherical. The only design parameter to be
hosen is the ROC of the illumination surface. A
maller ROC shortens the viewing distance, measured
rom the test plate to the object stop, making the test
etup shorter. However, a small ROC introduces a
igher spherical aberration �SA� into the illumination

Fig. 9. The y-direction �tangential� slope variation of four seg
ystem. To the first order, SA in the illumination
oes not affect the test, because it is common in both
est and reference beams. However, SA blurs all fo-
used spots at the image stop, and too much SA makes
he order separation at the image stop difficult. In
ddition, the imaging system is easier to design if this
berration is much smaller. Figures 11–13 depict
his point. In the absence of SA �Fig. 12�, two diffrac-
ion orders passed through the object stop �Fig. 11� are
asily lined up for interference. When a significant
mount of SA is present �Fig. 13�, a separation of the
rders becomes increasing difficult. From Fig. 13, we
onclude that the maximum amount of SA that the
ystem can tolerate is one-third of the separation dis-
ance between the zeroth and first orders.

Finally, we note that the illumination surface does
ot have to be high quality. This is because, aside
rom a small lateral shear, the test and reference
eams nearly coincide on the illumination surface.
hen both input and output beams co-axial17 �Figs. 14

nd 15�, the errors in the illumination-side surface
lope can be on the order of 2��cm �easily achievable�,
nd still yield no more than 0.004 � wave-front error.
ote that the layout shown in Fig. 2 uses a lateral shift

o separate the return beams. By use of a beam split-
er, the test setup can be converted to coaxial.

. Optimization of System Magnification M

M 	
segment diameter

CGH diameter
, (5)

M �
�

s
	

fringe spacing at the test surface
CGH line spacing

. (6)

ts as a function of different reference ROCs in the test plate.
1 October 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 28 � APPLIED OPTICS 5309
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he system magnification M from the hologram to the
sphere is the last parameter to be chosen to com-
lete the system design. System magnification M is
efined in Eq. �5� as the size ratio of the segment over
he CGH. Since the CGH and the mirror segments
re conjugate pairs, Eq. �5� is equivalent to Eq. �6�, or
he fringe spacing at the test surface over the holo-
ram spacing. The fringe spacing at the test sur-
ace, measured in ��mm, is the inverse of the slope
ifference between the test and reference surfaces,
ncluding the carrier tilt. Choice of magnification M
hanges the CGH pattern spacing, and this affects
he test sensitivity to CGH fabrication error. De-
reasing M allows for wider CGH line spacing, which
mproves the test accuracy, but increases the cumu-
ative cost of CGHs because it enlarges the CGH size.
he cost for all the CGHs for testing the ensemble of
egments can be calculated as a function of the mag-
ification M. The cost of a CGH is peculiar, because

ig. 10. Spot diagram from the CGH proportional to the slope vari
f the farthest off-axis segment �S14� is matched to that of the near
s used to locate the optimal ROC, so test sensitivity to CGH fabri
or the entire set of segments can be seen at ROC 
 60.96 m, ind
310 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 28 � 1 October 2004
t is simply a pattern written on a substrate. The
ost of multiple patterns on the same substrate does
ot increase over the cost of a single CGH. By re-
ucing CGH size, more holograms can be made on the
ame substrate or at a fixed cost.
However, the smaller CGHs require proportion-

lly smaller periods and are proportionally more
ensitive to fabrication errors. The optimal M
herefore must balance cost and system accuracy.
or example, if we allocate a 2.5-nm surface error

or the CGH fabrication error, the minimum pat-
ern spacing should be set to 15 �m �Eq. �7��, as-
uming laser light with � of 632 nm is used during
he test and CGHs are made with standard accu-
acy of �0.125 �m. We performed a cost-versus-
erformance study for the cost of the Giant
egmented Mirror Telescope, which requires 103
ifferent CGHs. For this analysis, we assumed that
he hologram would be written with �0.125-�m ac-

. The optimal system reference ROC is where the slope variation
f-axis segment �S1�. Smaller-valued y-directional slope variation
n error is reduced. The ROC with the minimum slope variation
by line B.
ation
est of
catio
icted
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uracy onto a 15 cm � 15 cm substrate and that the
ost per substrate is $10,000.

Figure 16 shows the relationship between CGH
abrication cost and test accuracy.

s �
0.125 �m

2.6 nm ��2� or 15 �m ; (7)

� �
�

sin�εsystem�
. (8)

o determine the system magnification M using Eq.
6�, we first determine the fringe spacing � at the test
late. Equation �8� allows us to find � using a min-
mum amount of tilt needed for order separation,
system, obtained in subsection 4.A to optimize the

ig. 11. At the object stop, only zeroth and first orders are passed
hrough.

ig. 12. At the image stop, when SA is absent, appropriate orders
re easily lined up for interference.
eference ROC. From here, with a preallocated er-
or budget for the hologram fabrication error, CGH
pacing is found by use of Eq. �7�. For instance, for
system of 1.053 mrad and a preallocation of a 2.6-nm
ms surface error for a CGH fabrication error, the
inimum system magnification is 40� �M 
 600.9
m�15 �m�. This requires 33.5-mm CGHs on six
5 cm � 15 cm substrates, which would cost $45,000
or the entire set of 103 holograms.

ig. 13. At the image stop, when SA is significant, appropriate
rders that are lined up for interference are blurred. Maximum
lur that the system can tolerate is one-third of the order separa-
ion distance.

ig. 14. The input and output beams at the test plate are not
oaxial. This causes a shear between the reference and the test
eam that tightens the slope requirement of the illumination sur-
ace.

ig. 15. The input and output beams at the test plate are coaxial.
his reduces the slope requirement of the illumination surface.
1 October 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 28 � APPLIED OPTICS 5311
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. Conclusion

ombining CGH with a test plate to test large quan-
ities of off-axis aspheres has several advantages,
uch as low cost, high efficiency, and excellent accu-
acy. This paper examines the trade-off and the op-
imization of several important parameters of this
ethod. Validated in the laboratory, this testing
ethod promises an excellent technique for measur-

ng a difficult class of aspheric surfaces.
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